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AS400 Navigational Managemernt System

Who should use this tool

These are the bullet point of the product:
•
•
•
•

Gives an interactive « blue print » (map) of any AS400, iSeries, System i applications.
Show up all connections (links) between application’s objects and elements.
Assist & makeup scenarios impact for any applications upgrades/changes.
Assist programmers to navigate between links and operate within sources & objects interactively and
directly.

•

Save up an average of 20% time to programmer’s days to days work and consistent time for architectural
applications changes.

•
•
•

Ideal to automate structured and comprehensive application documentation.
Ideal to assist application updates or migration.
Ideal to speed learning curve process for new incoming programmers to legacy application.

The first version of Structure Vision has been made in 1998, the up to date version is V4.3, 2008.
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AS400 Navigational Managemernt System

Structure Vision, AS400 Navigational Management System
RETRO-DOCUMENT
•
•
•

NAVIGATE

ACT

Offers engine motors to navigate on Presents commands to act on the
Establish all links between
all these relations, descriptions or
result of a search and the possibility
objects
to define new commands
Establish all which describes an utilization
object.
Establish all that is used by an
object.(fields and/or variables)

The retro-documentation is done in batch.
The navigation is interactive (on line) or can be submitted to batch.
Action is interactive or can be submitted in batch. It is also configurable.

Field used
Name Type Length
Position into the file
-

Program/module called

Relation pgm-file
Utilization (I/O/U)
LVLCHK

Descriptive element
Name Type Owner Size
(Date) Creation Change Save
Restoration Last used
Source Days used Version

Program/module calling
Authority
User
Operational
Management
Existence Read
Add Change
Cancel

Program

File
File description (Ext-Int)
Number of format, of member
Journal (Name Date Type)

Relation Program-Data area

Other object
type

Data area

From any elements, find all the other.
Then work directly with the result.
Example: Find all programs using a field beginning with "ABC", of 6 in length and part of the file FILE1 (or one of its view). Then run
an option to edit sources of these programs automatically.
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Overview

Overview
Concept
In the AS/400 all is object and all is arranged by type of object.
• When a type of object has a relation with another object of the same type, we have a relation in two
dimensions, automatically visualized by a Tree View diagram
• When a type of object has a relation with a different type of object, we have a relation in one dimension: A
list is used.
• To every type of object, a list of functions is assigned. These functions will be able to act on all objects of
the same type. Some are engine motors (commands of Structure Vision) or any AS/400 commands: A
contextual menu is established to contain all these functions and this for every type of object. In addition,
these menus are configurable: You can add your own commands at your discretion.

Concretely
To navigate and act with your objects, Structure Vision uses three main screens (and over 30 commands).
3 types of screen :

THE TREE VIEW
Full screen
To represent relations of calls
between programs or relations
between files.

THE MENU
Window
A menu is attached to every type of
object (contextual menu).

THE LIST
Window
Representing a list of resulting
objects of a request.

To go from a screen to another you will pass by one window-menu.
How?
Being given that there is an attached menu to every type of object, every time you see an object
in a tree view or list, just click over (or position the cursor then Enter) and the contextual menu
appears.
Comparative example: It looks like Explorer Windows with the right click of the mouse and its contextual menu. But here the menu
is configurable and expandable, and all is done in the AS/400.

Step One: A tree view programs shows
calls between programs.
Click on one of them (or position the
cursor over and press Enter) to make
appear a contextual menu.

Two: Contextual program menu listing
applicable options.
The option "F ,” if selected, lists all files
used by the program.

Three:The option “F” being selected
shows the list of files used by the
program.
You can click all over again on an object
of the list, here a file, to have the
contextual file menu.

The same contextual menu can be activated directly from PDM, as well.
Some more legible pictures are presented in the next pages.
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Overview
Opposite: Tree view of database relations.
(logical relations: PF-LF)
(physical relations: PF-PF: constraints).
Dynamic view of the global architecture of
your system.
Multi-directional navigation
(right/left top/bottom).
Focus on details of the object.
Every tree view can be printed by branch
and/or by lines.
You will have the same picture on AS/400
passive screens.
Structure Vision is AS/400 native

Opposite: Tree view of program
invocations, modules ILE and services
programs.
Navigate in the tree view.
Search by Name (generic) F16
or by Text (generic) F15.
Target an object:
Position the cursor on an object
then press Enter…
Opposite: The cursor is positioned
On the line of the object programs
"SVANALY".

A contextual menu appears.
The menu has the selected object for its
header. (For clarity)
The content of the menu is a list of
function attached to the type of the object.
There is a menu for every type of object.
All menus are configurable.
Opposite: Menu type programs having the
program " SVANALY " for its header.

(Note: screens are shown here in English,
however a version exists in French or in
Italian).
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Overview
Selection of an option in the menu.
Opposite: selecting the option "F,” lists all
files used by the program.
A submenu will then enable you to
enhance your request (I/O/U utilization or
files having a level check different of the
pgm…etc.).
Selection of an option in the submenu.
Opposite: Selection of the option "ALL" (all
utilization).
Position the cursor on the option instead
of entering its name works also.
All screens are " cursor-sensible ".

A list then appears.
The header of the list is the request that
generated it.
Every list can be printed or
saved into a file.
Opposite: A list results of the request
"Lists files used by the SVANALY
program, all use ".
You can continue the navigation; either
from a tree view and/or from a list,
endlessly.
Every time that an object appears on a
screen, you can select it to make appear
its menu.

Opposite: The object file "SVCTL" was
selected in the list, thus appears the menu
type File.
You can continue indefinitely:
Continue requests from an object to
another.
Come back on a previous request (by
F12). The dynamics of screens is
recursive.
Print or save lists.
Stop on an object to have more
information, edit its source or activate any
command on it.
Menus contain a list of functions attached
to the type of the object.
The functions are, on one hand:
commands of Structure Vision (motors of
searches etc.), on the other: Any AS/400
commands and/or commands inserted by
you.
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Overview
Do the same at the level of a group of
object.
Opposite: from the program
"SVMSGWIN", we choose to find the
group of all programs used/called/invoked
by it. Since we have a tree view, the
result(s) will be about a branch

Every object being part of a group is
highlighted.
There is a group (empty or full) for every
type of object.
These groups can be modified by packet
or by individual element.
Using either a tree view or/and the list
format.

Action from the group.
Opposite: Option "GF" (group function)
and its submenu, the menu Groups
program that contains the same functions
that the individual menu.
Group Menus are also configurable.
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Interface PDM-Structure Vision

Interface PDM-Structure Vision

From PDM, use the option "SV".
A contextual menu appears.
When you start from an object, the object
is always the header of the menu.
When you start from a source, the
attached object to this source becomes
the header of the menu
This for any object or source.
An option "SV" for PDM is created
automatically when you create your first
Vision.
This option is an interface between PDM
and Structure Vision:
Allowing you to navigate on the object as
if you were in Structure Vision.
Another option “SA” is created, this option
can be used under the PDM option 25, it
will put the result of the search into a
Vision group.

Without changing your way of working, you will be able to use all functions of Structure Vision from PDM.
Example 1: From a list of source of programs in PDM, enter the option "SV" against a program, press Enter: the menu contextual
Program appears. Choose it in the option "VAR" Pgm field/var navigation, a command appears (PGMFLDVIS), fill criteria of
field/variable searches and you will have a window-list representing programs using these field/variable. Of this list you will be able
to position the cursor all over again on an object (here program), press Enter: the menu contextual Program appears. You can
continue thus endlessly.
Example 2: From a list of objects file in PDM, enter the option "SV" against a file, press enter: the menu contextual File appears.
Choose it in the option "P" List of pgm using this file, and you will have a window-list representing programs using the file. On this
list you will be able to position the cursor all over again on an object (here program), press Enter: the menu contextual Program
appears. You can continue thus endlessly.
Example 3: From the legacy option 25 you can use the option “SA” instead of the option “5”; this option will put the result into a
group for Structure Vision.
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How Structure Vision proceeds

Notes
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How Structure Vision proceeds

How Structure Vision proceeds
Structure Vision is commands driven
Command

Description

STRVIS
CRTVIS
WRKVIS
PRTVIS
DSPVIS
HLPVIS
RGNVIS
CALOMIVIS
CALADDVIS
CALRMVVIS
DLTVIS
MNUVIS
CPYVIS
CHGVIS
RNMVIS
FILFLDVIS
CNTRYVIS
RGZPFMVIS
PDMVIS
PDMMNUVIS
PGMFLDVIS

Display the list of Visions
Create a Vision
Act with a Vision interactively
Print the tree view of a Vision
Display, print features and the analysis of a Vision,
Display, print help,
Regenerate a Vision
Omit the display of programs in the tree view
Add manually, call of programs reference
Delete manual call programs reference
Delete a Vision
Add, change or delete a user option in the contextual menus
Copy a Vision
Change a Vision
Rename a Vision
Search for files by field criteria (combination of criteria of field definitions)
Select a language
Reorganize files of Structure Vision
Interfacing of Structure Vision to PDM with SCAN option of characters 6
Interfacing of PDM to Structure Vision (Cf. option "SV" created automatically)
Search of programs by their utilization of a field or a variable 1 (combination of criteria of
definitions of a field or a variable, of positions in a file)
Search of files and programs by their utilization of a field 1 (combination of criteria of definitions of
a field, of positions in a file)
Find and restore the structure in 2 dimensions of the source code of pgm RPG 2
Search of programs by their relation to other objects 3 (combination of relation criteria: pgm
calling, called, file used with type of file and type of utilization, used dtaara)
Search of files by their relation to other objects 3 (combination of relation criteria: file in relation
with type of file, pgm using the file with type of utilization)
Search of dated areas by their relation to other objects 3 (combination of relation criteria: pgm
using the dtaara)
Search of objects by their description 4 (combination of criteria of description of an object)
Search of files by their description 4 (combination of criteria of description of a file and criteria of
journal)
Search of programs by their authority 5 (combination of authorities criteria)
Search of files by their authority 5 (combination of authorities criteria)

FLDVIS
RPGGPHVIS
PGMRELVIS
FILRELVIS
DTARELVIS
QRYOBJVIS
QRYFILVIS
PGMAUTVIS
FILAUTVIS
1

Module ScanSrcObjTM
Module RPG GraphTM
3
Module Advanced Object RelationTM
4
Module Advanced Query ObjectTM
5
Module Object AuthorityTM
6
Module PDM Vision InterfaceTM
2

Note: All criteria of search for every command of search can be generic.
The result of every search is displayed in a window-list, from which a contextual menu can be manipulated when you
process in interactive mode. In mode batch, every result is printed automatically.
Every search can be based on results of a previous searches (what permits you to sharpen your queries/searches).
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Commands flowchart

Commands flowchart
Every command can be called directly and in certain cases by interposed commands.
Commands are all in the VISION Library.
For example: You will be able to Enter
== = > VISION/STRVIS
or
== = > VISION/PGMFLDVIS

.
.

Otherwise certain commands are also in the contextual menus (attached to every type of object).
STRVIS
F6

CRTVIS
CALOMIVIS
CALADDVIS

Opt 5

Opt 6
Opt 8
F1/Help
Opt 20

Opt 4
Opt 3
Opt 7
Opt 13
Opt 55
Opt 56
Opt 59
Opt 51
Opt 52
Opt 53
Opt 54
Opt 60
Opt 61
Opt 62
Opt 58
Opt 57

WRKVIS
F6
PRTVIS
menus DSPVIS
F1/Help HLPVIS
menus MNUVIS
menus FILFLDVIS
menus PGMFLDVIS
menus FLDVIS
menus PGMRELVIS
menus FILRELVIS
menus DTARELVIS
menus QRYOBJVIS
menus QRYFILVIS
menus PGMAUTVIS
menus FILAUTVIS
menus PDMVIS
menus RPGGPHVIS
PRTVIS
DSPVIS
HLPVIS
RGNVIS
CALOMIVIS
CALADDVIS
CALRMVVIS
DLTVIS
CPYVIS
CHGVIS
RNMVIS
FILFLDVIS
PGMFLDVIS
FLDVIS
PGMRELVIS
FILRELVIS
DTARELVIS
QRYOBJVIS
QRYFILVIS
PGMAUTVIS
FILAUTVIS
PDMVIS
RPGGPHVIS

CNTRYVIS
RGZPFMVIS
From PDM, option "SV"
menus

Display the list of Visions
Create a Vision
Omit the display of programs in the tree view
Add program's call reference manually
Act with a Vision interactively
Print the tree view of a Vision (program or file)
Display, print the features of a Vision and its analyses
Display, print help
Configure menus
Search files by field criteria
Search programs by field or variable criteria
Search files and programs by field criteria
Search programs by their relation to other objects
Search files by their relation to other objects
Search data areas by their relations to other objects
Search objets by their description criteria
Search files by their description criteria
Search programs by authorities criteria
Search files by authority criteria
Interface direct to PDM with option SCAN of characters
Restitute the structure in 2 dimensions of source code of programs RPG
Print the treeview of a Vision (program or file)
Display, print the feature and analyses of a Vision
Display, print help
Regenerate a Vision
Omit the display of programs in the tree view
Add program's call reference manually
Delete manual call reference
Delete a Vision
Copy a Vision
Change a Vision
Rename a Vision
Search files by field criteria
Search programs by field or variable criteria
Search files and programs by field criteria
Search programs by their relation to other objects
Search files by their relation to other objects
Search data areas by their relations to other objects
Search objets by their description criteria
Search files by their description criteria
Search programs by authority criteria
Search files by authority criteria
Interface direct to PDM with option SCAN of characters
Restitute the structure in 2 dimensions of source code of programs RPG
Select a language
Reorganize all files in Structure Vision
Interface from PDM to Structure Vision
Contain all the commands described above in the menus.

†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
†
†
†
†

The menus
are either contextual menus (attached to any object type and displayed by a click on the object - or cursor/Enter) or
the system menu (general menu displayed with F23). All menus contain these commands and other functions, they are also
configurable.
† Structure Vision base
* Advanced module
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The Dynamic of Structure Vision

The Dynamic of Structure Vision
Option "5" from STRVIS
or directly the command WRKVIS
TreeView
The type of object has
a relation with
itself.
A representation in 2
dimensions is used;
the Treeview

Program Treeview

Click on a
object to activate
a menu.

File Treeview

F2

Clic

F23

F23

Clic

Menus
Every menu is
attached to a type
of object.
They contain engines
motors or commands
and are configurable.

Pgm
menu

You can add your own
commands which
will act on the object(s)
activating the menu.

File
menu

Data area
menu

System
menu

Other
object
type
menu

Lists
Result of a
request or an engine
motor of the menu.
(Or from a search
command used directly
from a command line)
From a list you can
activate another menu
which can generate other
lists, indefinitely.

Clic

F23

F23

Program list

Clic

File list
F23 F23

Clic
Data area list

Other object type
list

Clic

The menu "system" is a shortcut to several options; it is manipulated from anywhere by F23.
P.S.:

All these screens and their dynamics are represented as well on passive screens of the AS/400 that under emulation.
Structure Vision is AS/400 native.
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The commands in details
Command : CRTVIS

Create a Vision
Feature
Find the global structure and detailed
structure of objects within an
application
To understand, to see and to act
quickly

Objective

Act

This command creates a Vision of one of
your application. It essentially asks for a
list of libraries to enter. Otherwise options
are proposed, given flexibility as for the
extent of information wanted.
This command will launch a batch job that
will analyze all objects, their links, their
definition and what they use.

Once the Vision established you get a
basis of work.
That is to say a complete map of your
system, a compass and tools to transform
it. You will then have more possibilities to
insert your own tools there.

Example

□ Create a Vision for each of the libraries lists that interest you, then launch a regeneration (RGNVIS command, that
will be also faster) all evenings or all weeks to have an up-to-date Vision automatically.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Descriptive Text of the
Vision
□ Initial libraries that will form
the environment of the Vision
(entrance one by one) or…
□ JOBD in which the CRTVIS
command will look
automatically for libraries of
the JOBD declared in
*INILLIBL to form the
environment of the Vision
□ If a JOBD entered,
possibility to use all these
attributes for the Batch that
CRTVIS will create

TEXT
INNILBL
JOBD

JOBDATTR

TREEOPT

RPGLE

RPG

OPM
AUT
MANUREF

□ Duplicate a ramification as
much time that it appears
□ Omit programs (If Yes, a
prompt appears to enter in
programs to omit)
□ Scan source of RPGLE
programs to extract
-Variables -Fields with their
reference of file in internal
description (positional
reference) & file in external
description (nominal
reference)
-References of files used in E
DS (External Data Structure)
□ Scan source of RPG
programs (to extract the same
information as for RPGLE)

□ Scan all OPM programs (i.e. not ILE) at the only level of the object to extract ▫Variables ▫Field with their file references in
external description
□ Expend the Vision at authority information
□ Add manually, program called reference (If Yes, a prompt will appear to enter the programs to be referenced, useful for
programs calling variables)
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The commands in details
Command : PRTVIS

Print a Treeview
Features
Find and create the global structure of
relations between
programs
or of the databases
Understanding to act faster

Objective

Act

This command prints the tree view of
relations between programs or relations
between files.
You can focus the printing on a branch
and/or a row of lines.
When levels overflow the page
supplementary strip leaf are printed,
permitting juxtaposition, in a manner to
have a real global vision.

This map will permit you to make a global
approach of your system. Referencing the
structure of the objects links it resituates
all suppressions of objects (referenced but
not existing anymore), and all changes of
the objects occurred after the creation of a
Vision. This vision will be able to direct
your strategy.

Example

□ Print the complete tree view of calls between programs and/or of relations into the database, affix and juxtapose the
successive strips (if levels of ramifications exceed the width of a strip) on a wall then use this global map as a basis
for your work.
□ Realise that a program calls another program that does not exist anymore (The indication "Removed" will be printed
in the column "Modified").

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Type of the object (*PGM :
calls between programs or
*FILE : relation of the
database)
□ Rows of lines to print
(limitation to)
□ Branch to print (limitation to)
(*PGM : a program and all its
invoked programs, *FILE : a
file and all its related files)
□ Print format
(A3 : 18 levels/page or
A4 : 12 levels/page)

TYPE

LINE
BRANCH

FORMAT

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------STRUCTURE VISION TREE VIEW
PROGRAMS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vision . . . . . . . . . . . . : VISION
Library. . . . . . . . . . . : VISION
Tree View object type. . . . . : *PGM
Text 'description' . . . . . . : Structure Vision Application
System . . . . . . . . . . . . : ROMEO
Creation date. . . . . . . . . : 13/12/1998
Creation time. . . . . . . . . : 18:37:57
Owner. . . . . . . . . . . . . : QSECOFR
Initial library list:
VISION
Print Structure Vision
From line. . . . . . . . . . . : 1
To line. . . . . . . . . . . . :
*END
Strip. . . . . . . . . . . . . :
1st
From level . . . . . . . . . . :
1
To level . . . . . . . . . . . :
12
Level
Object
Source
Line |1
|2
|3
|4
|5
|6
|7
|8
|9
|10 |11 |12 |13 |Modified
Text
Type
Library
Library
1 CHGVISK
Change Structure Vision CHECK
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
2 |___SVCTLCHK
Check if CTLNAM & CTLLIB already exist in SVCTL
RPG
VISION
VISIONDEV
3 |
|___SVJOBSTS
Check if job actif
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
4 |___SVLIBAUT
Check *USE authority on library for Visions
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
5 |___SVUSEAUT
Check *USE authority on object & library for menus CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
6
|___SVMSGWIN
Dsp system msg in window OR snd to user/*qsysopr
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
7
|___SVMSGWIR
20/12/1998 Display system message in a window
RPG
VISION
VISIONDEV
8
|___SVBLDMSY
Build message for pgmq to sflmsg FROM SYSTEM
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
9
|___SVRTVMSG
Retrieve msg from svmsgf
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
10
|___SVMSGWIN
Dsp system msg in window OR snd to user/*qsysopr
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
11
|___*RECURSIVE
12 CHGVISR
19:37:11
Change Structure Vision RUN
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
13 |___SVCHGSV
Change structure vision
RPG
VISION
VISIONDEV
14 |___SVLICENC
Licence Routine
RPG
VISION
VISIONDEV
15 |
|___SVBLDMSG
Build message for pgmq to sflmsg
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
16 |
|
|___SVMSGWIN
Dsp system msg in window OR snd to user/*qsysopr
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
17 |
|
|___ +
Duplicate Branch, line
0000000006
18 |
|___SVDATEAD
Removed
Add days to date
RPGLE
VISION
VISIONDEV
19 |
|___SVHELPR
Display help
RPG
VISION
VISIONDEV
20 |
|
|___SVBLDMSG
Build message for pgmq to sflmsg
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
21 |
|
|
|___ +
Duplicate Branch, line
0000000015
22 |
|
|___SVHELPC
Print HELP
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
23 |
|
|
|___SVHELPP
Print help
RPG
VISION
VISIONDEV
24 |
|
|___SVRMVMSG
Remove message for pgmq to sflmsg
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
25 |
|___SVMSGWIN
Dsp system msg in window OR snd to user/*qsysopr
CLP
VISION
VISIONDEV
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The commands in details
Command : RGNVIS

Regenerate a Vision
Features
Regenerate a Vision automatically
Add manual references
Change options
To understand, to see and to act
quickly

Objective

Act

This command regenerates, in batch, a
Vision previously created, using the same
library list declared for the creation. It also
allows you to change some options and to
add manually, relational references (to
have complete references or to create
simulation to see the impact of a change).

Once the regeneration of the Vision is
established you get an up to date basis of
work.

Example

□ After a Vision has been created, add manuals called programs references (for programs calling variables for
instance). Thus from one of the tree view menu (or by clicking on a line showing “*VARIABLE” called by a program)
or/and from the command RGNVIS to get a complete reference map of your system. The command RGNVIS will run
as well faster than the initial CRTVIS.
□ Submit this command with the command WRKJOBSCDE

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Duplicate a ramification as
much time that it appears
□ Omit programs (If Yes, a
prompt appears to enter in
programs to omit)
□ Add program called
references manually (If Yes, a
prompt appears to enter in
programs to
be called by a specific
program, useful when
programs call variables)
□ Remove manual references

TREEOPT

MANUREF

□ Second sub-parameter of the parameter TREEOPT (omit selected
programs)
This parameter displays a (sub) command that allows you to indicate
the programs you want to omit in the treeview program display.
Note that even omitted in the treeview these programs will still be
present for the relational searches.

□ First sub-parameter of the parameter MANUREF (add, manually,
references of programs called).
This parameter displays a (sub) command that allows you to
indicate, manually, call of programs
For call of variables that the system cannot know or to create
simulation scenarios

This (sub) command can be called directly; it can be also invoked by
the same parameter (TREEOPT) of the command CRTVIS.

This (sub) command can be called directly; it can also be invoked by
the same parameter (MANUREF) from the command CRTVIS. It is
also invoked directly when you click, from the treeview, from a line
containing the expression "*VARIABLE" (the parameters VISION,
PGM calling , are filled automatically)
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The commands in details
Command : MNUVIS

Configure a Menu
Objective

Features
Add your own functions in the menus
This functions will act on the object(s)
that activate the menu

Act

This command allows you to add your own The commands you incorporate can run
options in the contextual menus. You can on the object that activate the menu and
also give them an order of apparition and
also on a group.
an authority.
When you create an option, a CL program
source is displayed; this CL contains input
parameters and allows you to incorporate
your own commands.

Examples

□ Add an option in the contextual menu Program to copy automatically in the library "LIBABC" the object(s) that
activate the menu.
□ Add an option in the contextual menu File to run one of your tools relative to files.
□ Group the result of a search and use your option from a contextual menu group to make it run on all the objects of
the group.

Parameter
MNUTYP
MNUOPT
OPTION

Description
□ Type of menu
□ Name of the option
□ Action on the option (Add,
change, delete)
□ Text of the option
□ Name of the program
attached at the option
□ Source file of the program
□ Source member of the
program

MNUTXT
PGM
SRCFIL
SRCMBR

Example of the source you will see
displayed.
This mask of source is created
automatically; the source will have the
name specified in the command.
Here is where you will insert your
commands that will be able to act with the
object making the header of the contextual
menus (the object(s) that activate the
menu) by using the input parameters.
By exiting the source, you will get a
confirmation window: the compilation will
be done interactively and automatically (If
a compilation error occurs, the source is
reedited).
In the end, a window display offers you
the possibility to move its order of
appearance in the contextual menus.
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Command : FILFLDVIS

File field Navigation
Features
Select, search for
all files using such or such fields
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream

Objective

Act

Searches are conducted using the
elements that define a field.
Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
application. The resulting lists can be
added, replaced or removed to/from the
result.

From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Act with the resulting list
Examples

□ Find all the files using a field beginning by « YY » of decimal type and 6 of length.
To Solve Y2K problems for ex. Or to introduce the new Euro currency to your applications, etc.
□ Find all the files using a field referenced to another field called « ABC001 ».
□ After your selection criteria have been made, you have a list files that can be used to find all programs which use
these files, or particular file.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the field (generic
or nominative)
□ Field attribute (*EXTNAM:
the external name of the field
or *REF: the field name of its
reference)
□ Length of the field (number
of positions and decimal)
□ Type of the field (all DDS
type)
□ I/O DDS attribute of the field
□ Name of file in which to limit
searches (generic or
nominative) and file type

FIELD
FLDATTR

FLDLENGTH
FLDTYPE
FLDIOB
FILE

GROUP

□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Places the result into the
group if desired.
The practical aspect, is that
you can accomplish a
succession of searches,
which enable you to pin point
specific object(s) within a
group.
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Option "SV" in PDM

PDM Vision Interface
From PDM to Structure Vision: A Complimentary Solution.
Features
From PDM,
Select an objet or a source with the
option 'SV'
Enter directly in the heart of Structure
Vision;
You get a contextual menu that allows
you to navigate with your PDM object

Objective

Act

A PDM user option, called 'SV' is
automatically created during the creation
of the first Vision. This option is a direct
interface between PDM and Structure
Vision. It allows you to display a
contextual menu to an object selected
from PDM.
This menu allows you to navigate and to
act with the object using Structure Vision
while in PDM.

From these menus :
•
Do searches
Relational
Of description
Of uses of a field…
•
Get information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
Launch a procedure (pre-existing or
created by you)

Example

□ Combine PDM and Structure Vision. Without changing your ways of working have more possibilities in searching
and changing your programs, files or data.

Parameter

Description

Option "SV"
on a line of
your PDM
screen.

□ Interface from PDM to
Structure Vision activates a
contextual menu.
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Command : PDMVIS
Module :

PDM Vision Interface

PDM Vision Interface

From Structure Vision to the PDM options
Features
Select, search for
all programs
or files by a characters string in the
source or the object
Act directly with the resulting list
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TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place inside sources or
physical files that can be on several
libraries.
They can settle from a group of objects,
result of a previous search emanating
from another search engine.
Call on PDM commands while in Structure
Vision. (Full Compatibility)

In the same time you can act with PDM
directly on the object(s) of the resulting
list.
•
Use any PDM commands
•
Use a user function
•
Print members or objects or records
matching the selection

Example

□ After having found files using a field finishing by « VAT » (cf. FILFLDVIS command), make a search on each among
them that contains the value « 17,5 » and copy them in another library or perform directly a DFU.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Characters string to search
for in the member source or in
the database or *NONE
□ Type of the object on which
you want to proceed
□ Level to which you want to
proceed
□ Set of objects on which you
want to proceed the
command
□ Library in which to limit the
procedure
□ PDM options or user
options can be called to act
on objects/sources matching
search criteria

STRING
OBJTYPE
PROCESS
GROUP
LIB
OPTION

COL
CASE
PRTLIST
PRTRCDLIST
PARM

□ Limit of positions of the
character search in sources
or databases
□ Upper/lower case in search
or *IGNORE
□ Print the list of members
selected
□ Print lines sources or record
members selected
□ Parameters of « OPTION »
if it is about an user option

This command is part of the advanced PDMVIS Vision Interface

TM
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Command : PGMFLDVIS

Program field/variable Navigation
Features
Select, search for
all programs
using such or such field or variable
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
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Module : ScanSrcObj

TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place on elements of
definition of a field or a variable.
Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
application. The resulting lists can be
added, replaced or removed to/from the
result.

From the resulting list (or the successive
lists) you can act directly on the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Act with the resulting list
Examples

□ Find all the programs using a field or a variable beginning by « YY » of decimal type and 6 of length.
□ Find all the RPG or RPGLE programs using a file from the position 5 to the position 17 (extremely useful for files in
internal descriptions).

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the field or the
variable (generic or
nominative)
□ Length of the field or the
variable (number of positions
and decimal)
□ Type of the field or the
variable
□ Name of programs in which
to limit searches (generic or
nominative)
□ Name of file, in the case of
a search of a field contained
in a file, you can also search
using field’s position. (generic
or nominative)

FIELD
FLDLENGTH
FLDTYPE
PGM
FILE

GROUP

□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the advanced module ScanSrcObj
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Command : FLDVIS

File and Program field Navigation
Features
file and programs
using such or such field
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
Act with the resulting lists
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Module : ScanSrcObj

TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place on elements of
definition of a field.
The result consist of 2 lists, one for files
and another for programs.
Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or using the entire application.
The resulting lists can be added, replaced
or removed to/from the result.

From the resulting lists (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Example

□ Find all the files using a field beginning by « YY » of decimal type and 6 of length and all programs using the same
field within the same files.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the field (generic
or nominative)
□ Field attribute (*EXTNAM:
the external name of the field
or *REF: the field name of its
reference)
□ Length of the field (number
of positions and decimal)
□ Type of the field (all DDS
type)
□ I/O DDS attribute of the field
□ Name of file in which to limit
searches (generic or
nominative) and file type
□ Name of program in which
to limit searches (generic or
nominative) for the program
list

FIELD
FLDATTR

FLDLENGTH
FLDTYPE
FLDIOB
FILE
PGM

GROUP

□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the advanced module ScanSrcObj
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Command : RPGGPHVIS
Module :

RPG Graph Vision
Features
Find and create the structure
of the source code of your RPG
programs
Understanding to act faster

RPG Graph Vision

TM

Objective

Act

This command eases your understanding
of your RPG programs, while increasing
your efficiency.
Transpose in overlapping graph (Russian
dolls) all conditions; repetitive, alternatives
or of indicators: Arrows connect every
GOTO to its TAG. In other words, this
graphs all program operations.
Highlight every important operation, get
the SubRoutines and separate the text.

You will be able to read your programs in
one go (without paginating a page farther
to x pages, to come back etc.), save time
and energy to understand and to change
your programs.

Example

□ Try this command on any of your most dreadful RPG programs and you will realise the substantial gain of time
achieved in understanding your programs’ inside.

Parameter
SRCFIL

Description
□ Name and library of the
source file where resides your
RPG program
□ Name of the source
member
□ Insert the sub-routines as
much time as they are called

MEMBER
OPTION
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This command is part of the advanced module RPG Graph Vision

TM

Example of resulting listing in the next page.
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RPG Graph Vision
SOURCE LISTING
H F E L I O , SPECIFICATIONS
22/12/98
SOURCE FILE. . . . . . . VISIONDEV /QRPGSRC
MEMBER . . . . . . . . . RPGSAMPLE
000100
H
1
D
000200
*============================================
000300
* RPG Sample, Echantillon, Campione
000400
*============================================
000500
FFILEDAY IF E
K
DISK
000600
FFILEHOR IF E
K
DISK
000700
FFILELOG O
E
K
DISK
A
000800
FFILETRN O
E
K
DISK
A
000900
FFILESTK O
E
K
DISK
A
001000
FFILEINV O
E
K
DISK
A
001100
*============================================
VISIONDEV/RPGSAMPLE
--- RPG Graph Vision ---
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Example

PAGE

1
13/10/93
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98
22/12/98

22/12/98

|GOTO CHANNELS
|
| I/O EXSR SETON/OF CALL|
| LEVEL 01 || LEVEL 02 || LEVEL 03 || LEVEL 04 || LEVEL 05 || LEVEL 06 || LEVEL 07 || LEVEL 08 || LEVEL 09 | | Comments lines .......................... |
RPGSAMPLE
|
|___________
*ENTRY
PLIST
PARM
PARM1
1
* Initialisation
Z-ADD0
COUNT 100
MOVE 'DAY'
LOGTYP 3
READ FILEDAY
89
READ FILEDAY
* Main loop
*IN89
DOWEQ'0'
|___________
|
ADD 1
COUNT
|
EXSR PROCES
EXSR PROCES
|
* Sub-Routine
|
PROCES
BEGSR
|
|
DAYTIT
IFEQ 'TRANSCT'
|
DAYTIT
OREQ 'STOCK '
|
DAYTIT
OREQ 'INVOICE'
|
DAYTIT
OREQ 'INFO
'
|
|___________
|
|
DAYTIT
CABEQ'INFO
' TAGWRI
>--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->------\
|
|
SELEC
|
|
|
|
|
|
DAYLEV
WHEQ 'H'
|
|
|
|___________
|
|
|
|
SETOF
50
|
SETOF
50
|
|
|
MOVE 'Header' LOGLEV
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
N41N42
|
|
|
|
|___________
|
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDDAYDAY
LOGDAY
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|___________
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDCOUNT
LOGNUM
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
DAYREC
IFEQ 'END'
|
|
|
|
|___________
|
|
|
|
|
GOTO NEXT
>--->--->--->--->-----\|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
| ELSE
||
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
DAYTYP
IFEQ 'TRN'
||
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
MOVE DAYDES
TRNDES
||
|
|
|
|
|
SETON
41
||
SETON
41
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
| ELSE
||
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
DAYTYP
IFEQ 'STK'
||
|
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
MOVE DAYDES
STKDES
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDDAYQTY
STKQTY
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
SETON
42
||
SETON
42
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
| ELSE
||
|
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
DAYTYP
IFEQ 'INV'
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
MOVE DAYDES
INVDES
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
SETON
43
||
SETON
43
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
| ENDIF
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
| ENDIF
||
|
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
| ENDIF
||
|
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
| ENDIF
||
|
|
|
|___________
||
|
|
|
TAGWRI
TAG
<---<---<---<---<---<---<---<--<
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
N50
|
|
|
|
|___________
|
|
|
|
|
EXSR @WRITE
|
EXSR @WRITE
|
|
|
|
@WRITE
BEGSR
|
|
|
|
|
LOGLEV
CABNE'Header' NEXT
>--->--->--->--->-\
|
|
|
|
MOVE DAYKEY
LOGKEY
|
|
|
|
|
MOVE DAYCOM
LOGCOM
|
|
|
|
|
MOVE DAYDES
LOGDES
|
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDDAYIN
LOGIN
|
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDDAYOUT
LOGOUT
|
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDDAYFRO
LOGFRO
|
|
|
|
|
Z-ADDDAYTO
LOGTO
|

SeqNbr

001200
001300
000015
001600
001700
001800
000019
002000
002100
002200
000027
002900
003000

003400
003500
003600
003700
003800
003900
003900
004000
004100
004200
004300
004400
004500
004600
004700
004800
004900
005000
005100
005200
005300
005400
005500
005600
005700
005800
005900
006000
006100
006100
007300
007400
007500
007600
007700
007800
007900
008000
008100
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Command : PGMRELVIS
Module : Advanced

Program Relation Vision
Features
Select, Search for
all programs
having a relation with such
or such program, file or data area
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
Act with the resulting list

Object Relation

TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place on all relations of a
program to other objects. These objects
can be other programs that either are
called or calling programs, or files or data
areas in used.
Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
application. The resulting lists can be
added, replaced or removed to the result.

From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Example

□ Find all the programs that are called by the program PGMABC and that use files beginning by « STK » in update.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the program
(generic or nominative)
□ Library of the program
(generic or nominative)
□ Type of the program
□ Relation to other programs
(either called or calling,
generic or nominative)
□ Relation to files (generic or
nominative),
□ their types,
□ their utilization
□ Relation to data areas
(generic or nominative)

PGM
LIB
TYPE
RELPGM
RELFIL

RELDTA

GROUP
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□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the module Advanced Object Relation
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Command : FILRELVIS
Module : Advanced

File Relation Vision
Features
Select, Search for
all files
having a relation with such
or such program or file
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
Act with the resulting list
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Object Relation

TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place on all relations of a
file to other objects. These objects can be
other files having logical relation or
constraint or programs that are using the
file.
Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
application. The resulting lists can be
added, replaced or removed to the result.

From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Example

□ Find all the files, logical and physical linked to the logical file FILEABCL1 and that are used by a program in output.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the file (generic or
nominative)
□ Library of the file (generic or
nominative)
□ Type of the file
□ Relation to files (generic or
nominative), from logical to
physical or physical to
physical, in any orders
□ Relation to other programs
(generic or nominative),
□ their types,
□ their utilization

FILE
LIB
TYPE
RELFIL

RELPGM

GROUP

□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the module Advanced Object Relation
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Command : DTARELVIS
Module : Advanced

Data area Relation Vision
Features
Select, Search for
all data areas
having a relation with such
or such program
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
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Object Relation

TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place on all relations of a
data area to other objects. These objects
can be other programs.
Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or from the entire application.
The resulting lists can be added, replaced
or removed to/from the result.

From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Display the data area
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Act with the resulting list
Example

□ Find all the data areas that are used by program’s attribute CLP and that begin with « COUNT ».
.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the data area
(generic or nominative)
□ Library of the data area
(generic or nominative)
□ Relation to programs
(generic or nominative) &
program attribute
□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

DTAARA
LIB
RELPGM
GROUP

TM

This command is part of the module Advanced Object Relation
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Command : QRYOBJVIS
Module : Advanced

Query Object Vision
Features
Select, search for
all objects on the basis of their
definition
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
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Query Object

TM

Objective

Act

Searches take place on all type of object
upon criteria of description (properties of
the object). Over 20 criteria available.

From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
application. The resulting lists can be
added, replaced or removed to the result.

Act with the resulting list
Example

□ Find all the objects of *PGM type that have been created by « SMITH » and that have not been used for 3 years.
□ Find all the files of size greater than 20 MB and, through successive searches find their logical files and all the
programs using them.

Parameter
VISION
TYPE
OBJECT
OBJECTLIB
ATTRIBUTE
OWNER
SIZE
CRTDAT
CHGDAT

Description
□ Name and library in which reside the Vision
□ Type of the 'object
□ Name of the object (generic or nominative)
□ Library of the object (generic or nominative)
□ Attribute of the object
□ Owner of the object
□ Size of the object (row)
□ Date of creation of the object (row)
□ Last date of change of the object (row)

SAVDAT
RSTDAT
SRCFIL
SRCFILLIB

□ Last date where the object where saved (row)
□ Last date where the object was restored (row)
□ Source file of the object (generic or nominative)
Source library of the object (generic or
nominative)
□ Source member of the object (generic or
nominative)
□ Last date where the object was used (row)

SRCMBR
LASTDAT

DAYUSED
VERSION
GROUP

□ Number of day where the object was used (row)
□ Version OS/400 on which was created the
object (row)
□ Set of objects from which you want to proceed
the command (All the Vision or only the current
group)
□ Place the result into the group

This command is part of the module
TM
Advanced Query Object
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Command : QRYFILVIS
Module : Advanced

Query File Vision

Query Object
Objective

Features

Example

□ Find all the files having more than 3 members and currently journalised.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the file (generic or
nominative)
□ Library of the file (generic or
nominative)
□ External described file
□ Record format level check
□ Number of member (row)
□ Number of format (row)

LIB
EXTERNAL
LVLCHK
NBMBR
NBFMT

JOURNAL
GROUP

TM

Act

Searches take place on all files upon
criteria of description (properties of the
file).
Select, search for
all files on the basis of their description Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
Spiroid search, upstream or
application. The resulting lists can be
downstream
added, replaced or removed to the result.
Act with the resulting list

FILE
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From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

□ Journal criteria
□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the module Advanced Query Object
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Command : PGMAUTVIS

Program Authority Vision

Module : Object Authority

Objective

Features
Select, search for
all programs on the basis of user ID
authorities
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream
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TM

Act

Searches take place on all programs upon From the resulting list (or of the
criteria of user ID authority.
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
Successive searches are possible, with
•
To make other searches
the same engine or another, this from a
•
To have information on the object
previous list or of the entirety of your
•
Edit/compile the source
application. The resulting lists can be
•
To launch a procedure
added, replaced or removed to the result. (pre-existing or created by you)

Act with the resulting list
Example

□ Find all the programs beginning with “ABC” and from which the user “SMITH” has *CHANGE authority.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the program
(generic or nominative)
□ Library of the program
(generic or nominative)
□ User profile name
□ Object authority
□ Object operational authority
□ Object management
authority
□ Object existence authority
□ Object read authority
□ Object add authority
□ Object update authority
□ Object delete authority
□ Object authority list
management authority
□ Authority list object secured
by
□ Owner of the object

PGM
LIB
USRPRF
AUT
OPR
OBJMGT
EXS
READ
ADD
UPD
DLT
LISTMGT
LISTBY
OWNER
PRIMGRP
GRP
EXECUTE
ALTER
REF
GROUP

□ Primary group
□ Group
□ Execute authority
□ Object alter authority
□ Object reference authority
□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the advanced module Object Authority
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Command : FILAUTVIS

File Authority Vision
Features
all files on the basis of user ID
authorities
Spiroid search, upstream or
downstream

Module : Object Authority

Objective

Act

Searches take place on all files upon
criteria of user ID authority.

From the resulting list (or of the
successive lists) you can act directly on
the object(s).
•
To make other searches
•
To have information on the object
•
Edit/compile the source
•
To launch a procedure
(pre-existing or created by you)

Successive searches are possible, with
the same engine or another, this from a
previous list or of the entirety of your
application. The resulting lists can be
added, replaced or removed to the result.

Act with the resulting list
Example

□ Find all the files ending with “ABC” and from which the user “SMITH” has *ALL authority.

Parameter
VISION

Description
□ Name and library in which
reside the Vision
□ Name of the file (generic or
nominative)
□ Library of the file (generic or
nominative)
□ User profile name
□ Object authority
□ Object operational authority
□ Object management
authority
□ Object existence authority
□ Object read authority
□ Object add authority
□ Object update authority
□ Object delete authority
□ Object authority list
management authority
□ Authority list object secured
by
□ Owner of the object

FILE
LIB
USRPRF
AUT
OPR
OBJMGT
EXS
READ
ADD
UPD
DLT
LISTMGT
LISTBY
OWNER
PRIMGRP
GRP
EXECUTE
ALTER
REF
GROUP

29
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TM

□ Primary group
□ Group
□ Execute authority
□ Object alter authority
□ Object reference authority
□ Set of objects from which
you want to proceed the
command (All the Vision or
only the current group)
□ Place the result into the
group

TM

This command is part of the advanced module Object Authority
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Notes
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Screen STRVIS - List of Visions

Type : Full size display
Activated by : Cmd VISION / STRVIS

This display is executed by the
command VISION/STRVIS (no
parameter).
It represents the existing Vision list and
can serve as a starting display.
Only Visions to which the current user has
authority are displayed (the authority is
assigned to the library of the Vision).
From this display nearly all other
commands of Structure Vision can be
called. (Cf. Chapter commands flowchart).

Description of the entry fields :
Position to . . . . . :
□ Displays the list, positioning the first Vision upon the name entered.
Description of the options :
3=Copy
□ Executes the cmd CPYVIS (Copy a
Vision).
4=Delete
□ Executes the cmd DLTVIS (Delete a
Vision).
5=Work with vision
□ Executes the cmd WRKVIS (Act with
a Vision interactively).
6=Print
□ Executes the cmd PRTVIS (Print
Treeview pgm or file).
7=Rename
□ Executes the cmd RNMVIS (Rename
a Vision).
8=Display description □ Executes the cmd DSPVIS (Display
the description & analyze of a Vision).
13=Change text
□ Executes the cmd CHGVIS (Change
the text of a Vision).
20=Regenerate vision
□ Executes the cmd RGNVIS
(Regenerate a Vision).
51=Program relation
□ Executes the cmd PGMRELVIS
(Program Relation Navigation).
52=File relation
□ Executes the cmd FILRELVIS (File
Relation Navigation).
53=Data area relation
□ Executes the cmd DTARELVIS (Data
area Relation Navigation).
54=Query object
□ Executes the cmd QRVOBJVIS
(Query Objet Navigation).
55=File field navigt.
□ Executes the cmd FILFLDVIS (File
Field Navigation).
56=Pgm Field/var navi □ Executes the cmd PGMFLDVIS
(Program Field/variable Navigation).
57=RPG graph vision
□ Executes the cmd RPGGPHVIS
(RPG graph Vision)
58=PDM interface
□ Executes the cmd PDMVIS (Interface
Structure Vision àPDM options with
characters string search).
WS
□ Executes the cmd WRKSBMJOB.
SP
□ Executes the cmd WRKSPLF.
JL
□ Executes the cmd DSPJOBLOG
DM
□ Executes the cmd DSPMSG

Description of the functions keys :
F1 or Help
□ Displays Help.
F3=Exit
□ Exit application.
F4=Promt
□ Prompt the command of the option
entered.
F5=Refresh
□ Refresh data on the display.
F6=Create
□ Executes the cmd CRTVIS (Create
Vision).
F10=Print list
□ Print the list of Visions.
F11=View 1/2
□ View : Name - Library - Text
□ View: Name - Library - Date - Time Owner - Status.
(Status = Ready : when a Vision is
operational
Statue = Submitted : when the
creation of a Vision has been
submitted
Statue = JOB: 999999: when a
creation of a Vision is running).
F15=Sort name
□ Sort by name (The column "Name"
is underlined).
F16=Sort library
□ Sort by library (The column "Library"
is underlined).
F17=Sort date
□ Sort by date and time descendent
(The columns "Date Time" are
underlined)
F18=Sort owner
□ Sort by owner (The column "Owner"
is underlined).
F21=Cmd line
□ Edit a command line in a window.
F23=More options
□ Other options.
F24=More keys
□ Other function keys.
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Type : Full size display
Activated by : cmd WRKVIS
or option "5" from STRVIS

Screen Treeview
The display Program treeview is
executed by the command
VISION/WRKVIS or the option " 5 " in
the STRVIS display.
The display program treeview displays
program relations. (calls between
programs) Including all type of programs,
such as:
•
*PGM OPM
•
*PGM ILE
•
*MODULE ILE (the imported modules
are highlighted in the treeview even
though the program ILE, *entry
procedure, only made a single
object).
•
*SRVPGM (services programs are
highlighted in the treeview).

The display File treeview is executed
by the function key F2 from the
program treeview (or also by the menu
F22=Tree).
The File treeview displays database
relations between all type of file:
•
Of physical files to logical files.
•
Of physical files to physical files when
there are constraints.
•
All other type of files is also
displayed.

□ Every treeview display is "cursor sensitive" (positioning the cursor on a line where resides an object and pressing Enter makes appear a
contextual menu).
□ Programs are always displayed in pink.
□ Files are always displayed in blue.
□ When an object has been modified since the creation of the Vision, the object is displayed in yellow and a message indicate that the
object was modified.
□ When an object has been deleted since the creation of a Vision, The object is displayed in yellow and a message indicates that the object
doesn't exist anymore in its initial library.
□ When an object referenced by another (program called by another program or file relation) doesn't exist in the library list of the Vision (list
indicated at the time of the creation of the Vision) the text of the object is replaced by a message (in blue) indicating that the object is not in
the library list. The aim of this message is to indicate that the ramification stoped because of limitation of library reference.
□ When an object is part of the current group it is put in revert image and a message indicates that the object is part of the current group.
□ When you have on the screen -- at the end of a branch--, the symbol + (¦____+) this signals a duplicated branch. Position the cursor on
this line to separate the display in two parts. A window treeview appears, showing the inside of this branch. (showing its place in space)
□ When you have on the screen -- at the end of a branch-- the symbol "*VARIABLE" or "&xxx" this indicates a called variable program which
the system cannot automatically identify . Position the cursor on this line to execute the command CALADDVIS which allows you to bring in
the various names of the program called. These manual entrances will take effect for the next regeneration of the Vision. They will be
present in the treeview and the relational search.
Description of the other entry fields and functions keys in the next page.
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Description of the entry fields :

Description of the functions keys :

Line:

F1 or Help
Cursor/Enter=Obj menu

Level:

Find:

VisionLib/VisionName
(protected field, on the
top-right)

□ Displays the treeview positioning the
first line upon the line entered.
□ Entry accepted :
Number from 1 to 999999
Number preceded by "+" or "-" "T" (Top,
1st line) "B" (Bottom, last line)
□ Displays the treeview positioning the
first level upon the level entered.
□ Entry accepted :
Number from 1 to 999999
Number preceded by "+" or "-" "L" (Left,
1st level) "R" (Right, last level within the
page)
□ Entry field for name or text search :
□ Search of character string within an
object name (pgm or file) with F16. (Even
if lowercases are entered searches
occurs on uppercases).
□ Search of character string within
descriptive object text with F15.
(Lowercases and uppercases can be
used for the search).
□ Searches start always from the position
of the cursor within the page and goes
until the end of the treeview. They can
also be repeated. When the search reach
the end of the treeview it continue
automatically from the beginning. When a
name or a text is found it is highlighted
and a message appears at the bottom of
the display, indicating that the name or
text has been found and its line number.
When it is not found a message appears
as well. (These facilities are the same as
all search on IBM display, spool file or
SEU).
□ Put the cursor on this field and pressing
Enter executes the command DSPVIS
that displays the description and analyses
of the Vision

F2=File or Pgm
F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F6=Print
F7=Group
F11=View..

F13=Monochrome or
Color
F15=Find text
F16=Find obj

F17=Top
F18=Bottom
F19=Left
F20=Right
F21=Cmd line
F22=Tree

F23=System menu
F24=More keys

□ Display the help.
□ When the cursor is positioned on a line
of the treeview, i.e. a line including an
object, pressing Enter activates the
contextual menu. This menu appears in
a window on the top-left of the screen;
the header of this menu will be the
library and the name of the object
targeted by the cursor. The content of
this menu is a list of functions that will be
able to act on the selected object. In
addition yours own functions or
commands can enlarge this list.
□ Switch from the program treeview the
file treeview.
□ Exit the treeview.
□ Refresh the data on the display.
□ Executes the cmd PRTVIS (Print
treeview pgm or file).
□ View current grouped elements.
□ Displays 4 views for the program
treeview and 3 views for the file
treeview:
□ (name) - attribute - text.
(The attribute for program is RPG,
RPGLE, CL, CBL …etc.).(The attribute
for file is PF, LF, DSPF, DDM …etc.).
□ (name) - library - text.
□ (name) - text enlarged.
And only for program :
□ (name) - type - text.
(The type here is to differentiate *PGM,
*MODULE or *SRVPGM).
□ Switch from a color display to a
monochrome display (If from a passive
AS400 display you get a blink screen
use F13 to get a monochrome display).
□ Search descriptive texts of objects by
characters entered in the "Find:___ "
field (on the top of the display).
□ Search names of objects by
characters entered in the "Find:___ "
field (on the top of the display).
(Searches, by F15 or F16, can be
repeated successively. They start the
search from to the position of the cursor
and the page)
□ Displays the top of the treeview.
□ Displays the bottom of the treeview.
□ Shift the treeview of a level toward left.
□ Shift the treeview of a level toward
right.
□ Displays a command line in a window.
□ Displays the Tree menu (This menu
permits you to split the treeview in 2 part
in order to navigate on two views of the
same treeview and also to switch
between pgm and file treeview).
□ Displays the system.menu (The
system menu is a shortcut to several
functions).
□ Other keys.
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Type : Window display
Activated by: cursor position and Enter over an object from the
treeview or list display. Or from the option "SV" in PDM

Screen Menu
There is a menu attached to every type of
object and a "system menu" that is a
shortcut of functions.
The menus are activated by the selection
of an object. The selection of an object
takes place on any display (treeview or list
display) by positioning the cursor on the
line containing an object and pressing the
Enter key (or by double clicking under
emulation).
The selection can also be made with the
option "SV" in PDM (if the option is
activated against a source name, the
object attached to that source will become
the header of the contextual menu).
The system menu is activated from any
display by the key F23.
Every menu contains a list of functions
that will be able to act on the object or the
group of objects selected.
The header of the menu is the selected
object.
When it is about a group, the type of
group is displayed (type of group = type of
object)
Every menu is configurable; you can
enlarge the list function and add your own
commands.
Every menu is "cursor sensitive".
To select an option (function) you can
enter in the name of the option, or even
position the cursor over the option and
press Enter

Sub-menu coming from the option "F" of the
menu program.

Sub-menu coming from the option "G" of the
menu program.
Content of every menus :
Type / menu Option Text
Program

G
Group selection
GF
Group Function
F
List file used in pgm
D
List dtaara used in pgm
VAR
Pgm Field/var Navigation
DR
List caller program
N
List program called
PRE
Program Relation Navig.
RPG
RPG Graph Vision print
PAU
Program Authority Navig.
PDM
PDM Vision Interface
2
Edit source program
4
Delete program
5
Display source program
6
Print source program
14
Compile source program
100
DSPPGM
101
DSPPGMREF
* option having a sub-menu

*
*
*

Sub-menu coming from the option "GF".

Type / menu

Option

Text

Program

110
ARF
RRF
IMP
MNU

STRISDB
Add pgm Called reference
Remove pgm Called refer.
Import Program list
--- Configure Menu ---

Data area

G
GF
P
DRE
Imp
MNU

Group selection
Group Function
List program using dtaara
Dtaara Relation Navig.
Import
--- Configure Menu ---

*
*

Other types of menus and sub-menus in the next page.
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Content of every menus :
Type / menu Option Text
File

G
GF
P
REL
FLD
FAU
QFI
FRE
PDM
2
4
5
6
14
17
100
101
102
IMP
MNU

Group selection
Group Function
List pgm using this file
List all related files
File Field Navigation
File Authority Navigation
Query File Navigation
File Relation Navigation
PDM Vision Interface
Edit source file
Delete File
Display source file
Print source file
Compile source file
STRSDA
DSPFD
DSPFFD
DSPDBR
Import File list
--- Configure Menu ---

*
*
*

Type / menu

Option

Text

System

VAR
FLD
FLV
QRY
QFI
PRE
FRE
DRE
PDM
PAU
FAU
RPG
ANA
ENV
LGP
LGF
LGD
LP
LF
LD
ARF
RRF
MNU
CMD

Pgm Field/var Navigation
File Field Navigation
Field File & Pgm Navig.
Query Object Navigation
Query File Navigation
Program Relation Navigat.
File Relation Navigation
Dtaara Relation Navigat.
PDM Vision Interface
Program Authority Navig.
File Authority Navigation
RPG Graph Vision Print
Struc. Vision Analysis
Struc. Vision Environment
List program's group slct
List File's group slct
List Dtaara's group slct
List all Programs
List all Files
List all Dtaaras
Add pgm Called reference
Remove pgm Called refer.
--- Configure Menu --Command line

Sub-menu

Option

Text

Submenu
coming from
the option
"P" of the file
menu
(list of
programs
using this
file)

ALL
FM<
I
O
U
IO
IU
IOU
OU
IOUIOIUOUDS
FM=
FM?

All use
Rec Format Level: Not EQ
Input use
Output use
Update use
Input or Output use
Input or Update use
Input or Output or Update
Output or Update use
Input use only
Output use only
Update use only
Input/Output use only
Input/Update use only
Output/Update use only
File used as External DS
Rec Format Level: EQUAL
Rec Format Level: unknown

Submenu
coming from
the option
"G" of every
menu object.
(Group
selection)

AS
AB
AL
AA
RS
RB
RL
RA

Add Single selection
Add Branch selection
Add Level selection
Add All selection
Remove Single selection
Remove Branch selection
Remove Level selection
Remove All selection

Other type
of objet

DSP
DSPOBJD
DUP
CRTDUPOBJ
Imp
Import
MNU
--- Configure Menu --* option having a sub-menu
Content of every sub-menus :
Sub-menu
Option Text
Submenu
coming from
the option
"F" of the
program
menu
(list of file
used)

ALL
FM<
I
O
U
IO
IU
IOU
OU
IOUIOIUOUPF
LF
DSP
DS
FM=
FM?

Submenu
coming from
the option
"GF" of
every menu
object.
(Group
function)

All use
Rec Format Level: Not EQ
Input use
Output use
Update use
Input or Output use
Input or Update use
Input or Output or Update
Output or Update use
Input use only
Output use only
Update use only
Input/output use only
Input/Update use only
Ouput/Update use only
PF type only
LF type only
DSPF type only
File used as External DS
Rec Level Format: EQUAL
Rec Format Level: unknown
Options of these group menus are identical
to all those of the individual menus. With a
supplementary option that is to display the
content of the group in progress
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Type : Window display
Activated by: a request from a menu or
directly from a command.

Screen List
The display list is the result of requests
or searches from menus or directly
from commands.
The header of every list contains a
description of the request.
The border of the list is in pink for
programs, in blue for files, in green for all
other types of objects.
When an object is part of a group it is
highlighted " revert image" and a message
indicates that the object is part of the
group in progress.
Every display lists is "cursor sensitive"
(positioning the cursor on a line where
resides an object and pressing the Enter
key will launch a contextual menu).
You can also manipulate a contextual
menu by entering the number of a line.

The function key F2 enlarges the window-list and offers new functions keys :

The function key F2 enlarges the window
of every list and brings new functions that
permit to make searches within the lists.

Description of the entry fields :

Description of the functions keys :

_____ Select line or…

F1 or Help
Cursor/Enter=Obj menu

Find:___________

□ Line of the object to which you want to
activate the contextual menu
(place the cursor on the line of the object
also works)
□ Characters to search for:
□ names of objects
□ texts of objects
□ names of fields or variables when the
list contents them.

□ Display the help.
□ When the cursor is positioned on a line
of the treeview, i.e. a line including an
object, pressing Enter activates the
contextual menu. This menu appears in
a window on the top-left of the screen;
the header of this menu will be the
library and the name of the object
targeted by the cursor. The content of
this menu is a list of functions used to
act on the selected object. In addition
yours own functions or commands can
complement this list.

Description of the other functions keys in the next page
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Description of the functions keys :
F2=Enlarge

F3=Exit
F6=Print
F8=Export

F11=View.x/6

□ Enlarge the window (a new window
appears with news function keys that
permit to make searches in the lists (This
function key appears only in the small
windows).
□ Exit the loop of lists. (This function key
only appears in the small windows).
□ Print the content of the lists.
□ Copy the content of the list in a external
file (It is the orders CPYF that is
manipulated, what permits the *ADDS
options and *REPLACE. In addition this
option " Exports " is in correlation with the
option " Imp Import " that exists in each
menu and that permits to import within a
window-list a previously exported list).
□ Displays 6 views:
□ View 1/6:
For all type of object in the lists:
Name of the object - text - attribute or
type - library
□ View 2/6: Indicates the coming from
object for relational request
For objects of type program:
-the relation comes from pgm to pgm or
dtaara to pgm:
lib/name of the pgm - lib/name of the
object coming from
-the relation comes from file to pgm:
lib/name of the pgm - lib/name of the
coming from file - utilization
-the relation comes from field/variable to
pgm:
lib/name of the pgm - file/field or var. length - type - position in file
For objects of type file:
-the relation comes from file to file:
lib/name of the file - lib/name of the
coming from file
-the relation comes from pgm to file:
lib/name of the file - lib/name of the
coming from pgm - utilization
-the relation comes from field to file:
lib/name of the file - field - length - type
For objects of type dated area:
-the relation comes from pgm to data
area:
lib/name of the data area -lib/name of the
coming from pgm
□ View 3/6:
name - extended text
□ View 4/6:
name - size - date of creation - date of
change - last date of utilization
number of days used
□ View 5/6:
name - owner - date of restoration - last
saved date
save lib/file
□ View 6/6:
name - source lib/file - source member date of change of the source
system version

F12=Cancel
F23=System menu

□ Go to the list displayed previously.
□ Displays the system.menu
(The system menu is a shortcut of
functions).

F14=Find Field

□ Search of field or variable in the lists
with characters entered in the
"Find:___ " field.
□ Search of text in the list with
characters entered in the "Find:___ "
field.
□ Search of name of object in the list
with characters entered in the
"Find:___ " field.
(Searches, by F14, F15 or F16, can
be repeated successively. They begin

F15=Find Text
F16=Find Obj

from the position of the cursor in the
page)

These key functions are accessible
only from the enlarged window.
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Type : Window display
Activated by: group process in mode one
by one

Screen group sequence
This display is activated at the time of a
request of group in mode "one by one".
It appears between every process of
object in a group.

When you want to work from a group you can have two type of processes :
□ Mode list: When for example you run a request to get all files used by the current program group, A window displays all files used
in all of these program. This window contains 6 different views. View 2, shows which programs use what files.
□ Mode "one by one": When for example you run the option "2" (Edit source) of every program being part of the current group. In
this case we can Screen our Group as its objects are being processed.
This is similar to the option 25 within PDM with the possibility to exit the loop by F12 but here you have also the possibility to
change the sequence of the next object to process (reposition the symbol ">" against the object)
Note 1 : To work from a group
□ Select the objects to insert in the group by the option "G" in the contextual menu, then select the insertion or the suppression in
the consecutive sub-menu.
□ Select the option "GF" in the contextual menus, and then select the desired function in the consecutive sub-menu.
There is a current group for every type of object; all these groups are empty by default.
Note 2 : The notion of group exist also directly in every searches commands where the additional parameter GROUP allows :
□ To indicate that the search is limited to the objects within the current group
□ To place the result of the search into the current group (option *ADD, *REPLACE or *REMOVE)
However, in the case of the use of this parameter GROUP from these commands, you will not have the display "Display group
sequence" because every result is a list (you work then in mode list).
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Examples
Search all files and programs using a field finishing with «DAT» and of 6 of length, and then edits the sources of every
objects:
From the treeview, activate the system menu with F23, select the option "FLV" (Field pgm and file navigation) to display the
command FLDVIS (or enter directly in a command line the command FLDVIS).
From the command FLDVIS, enter in "*DAT" in the FIELD parameter, enter in "6" in the LENGTH parameter, press Enter.
Appears to the display a first window-list of programs then a second of files, all these objects listed in the window use a field ending
with "DAT" and with 6 of length.
To edit the source of every object, activate their contextual menu and choose the option "2" (Edit source).
Work at the level of a group of object:
There is a current group for every type of object, by default groups are empty.
You can add or remove objects in a group, by individual object or by packet of object.
□ To add or to remove objects in a group, choose the option "G" (Group selection) in a contextual menu, the submenu Groups
selection will appear.
Another possibility to add or to remove objects in a group is to use the GROUP parameter that is in every command of searches in
the additional parameters.
□ To work from a group, choose the option "GF" (Group function) in a contextual menu. The submenu Groups function will appear.
Another possibility to work from a group is to use the GROUP parameter that is in every command of searches in the additional
parameters. (The GROUP parameter is composed of two elements, the first serves to specified that one wants to work only from
the group or not, the second to specified if one wants to add, replace or subtract the result of the search in the group or not).
Edit the source of all objects within a list or within a branch automatically:
You must work from a group, and use the option "2" (Edit source) only one time for the group.
Add all objects in a group, then choose the option "2" from the menu Groups.
Search all objects not having been used since x years or of a superior size to y octets (you can combine all elements of
description of an object) and act with them:
Use the command QRYOBJVIS, from a command line or by the option "QRY" in the system menu activated by F23 from the
treeview or from a list.
Search for all programs using a file only in Update or Output and act with them:
Use the command PGMRELVIS, from a command line or by the contextual menu program or the system menu (option " PRE").
Or use the option "F" from the contextual menu program, what will display a submenu in which you will choose the option " OU-"
(Output/Update only). You will get a window-list of all programs matching the search. Act with them by using options of their
contextual menu.
Recompile all programs that don't have the same level check that one of the files they use:
From the system menu (Activated by F23 from the treeview or from a list), choose the option "LF" (List all files), then from the
contextual menu choose the option "G" (Group selection) then the option "AA" (Add all). Reactivate the contextual menu, choose
the option "GF" (Group function) to have the submenu of group. From this group menu choose the option "P" (Program using this
file) and the option "FM<" (Rec. level check: NO EQ). Appears a list of all programs using a file with a different level check. Made a
group of these programs then from the group menu program choose the option "14" (Compile).
Find all files in journalisation and all programs processing a COMMIT on them:
Use the command QRYFILVIS, from a command line or by the option "QRF" (Query File Navigation) from the contextual menu file
or the system menu. Enter the JOURNAL parameters; place the result in the current file group. You have a list of all files in
journalisation and this list is contained in the current file group.
Then from the file group menu choose the option "P" (Programs using this file), add the result in the current program group. You
have a list of all programs using one of these files and this list is contained in the current program group.
Then from the program group menu choose the option "PDM" (PDM interfacing) that displays the command PDMVIS. From this
command enter in the parameter STRING (character search) the expression "COMMIT", and indicate that the search takes place
from the current group (parameter GROUP), this command will scan every sources of the programs of the group.
Check when one wants to add a named field in a file, that none of programs using that file use already the same name for
an internal variable:
Find all programs using the file (option "P" from the contextual menu file). Made a group of all programs (option "G" of the
contextual menu program). Work from the group (option "GF" from the contextual menu program). Choose the option "VAR"
(Program Field/variable Navigation) .The command PGMFLDVIS appears. Run the command to get all variables from the group of
programs, you have a list of every fields or variable used by the group of programs. Enlarge the window of this list with F2, from this
new window, made a search of the name of the new field with F14, if it is found a program uses this name already.
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Examples

Find all programs that use a data area:
Use the command PGMRELVIS, from a command line or by the option "PRE" (program relation navigation) or start from a data
area and its contextual menu by choosing the option "P" (Program using this dtaara). (To display the list of data area use the option
"LD" (List data area) from the system menu).
Find all programs that use, a data area beginning with " ABC ", using files finishing with " XYZ " and only in Input, being
called by the program " PGMA " and calling the program " PGMB ":
All these relational parameters can be indicated in the command PGMRELVIS (from a command line or by the option "PRE" of the
contextual menu program or from the system menu).
Find objects by their authority:
All parameters of authority can be indicated in the command PGMAUTVIS or FILAUTVIS (from a command line or by options of the
contextual menus or system menu).
Analyze; understand how to appraise an application by its number of objects or its levels of invocation:
The command DSPVIS displays a description and a analyze of the Vision (number of pgm, file…their sizes, maximum number of
invocation, of programs roots... etc.)
Export the result of a list in an external file then import it subsequently:
To export use the function key F8=Export of a window-list.
To import use the option "Imp" (Import) of a contextual menu.
Add an option in a menu:
Use the command MNUVIS, from a command line or by the option "MNU" (---configures menu---) from any menus.
Have has complete documentation of all links:
All requests can be printed.
Rerun a search from the result of a previous search to refine it, indefinitely, then save the result, print or work with it:
From a command to another use the GROUP parameter, that permits to make searches only from objects of the current group and
that permits also to add, replace or suppress objects of the searches in progress in the group.
Do the same in batch: results are printed automatically instead of being displayed.
When you make a search interactively, the result is displayed in a window-list (From which you can print the result by F6). You can
also use the search commands in batch; in this case the result is printed automatically instead of being displayed. You can submit a
CL including in the same way a set of command search. From a command to another you can use the GROUP parameter, that
permits to make searches only from the objects of the current group (generated by the previous command) and that permits also to
add, replace or suppress objects of the searches in progress the same group.
Example:
PGMRELVISVISION(LIB/YOURVISION) PGMREL(*XYZ *ALL) +
GROUP(*NONE *ADD)
PGMFLDVIS VISION(LIB/YOURVISION) FIELD(ABCD*) FLDLENGTH(6) +
GROUP(*YES *REPLACE)
PGMRELVISVISION(LIB/YOURVISION) PGMREL(*ALL PGMX) +
GROUP(*YES *REMOVE)
In this example:
The first command searches for all programs of the application that are called by a program ending with "XYZ" and add
the result in the current group.
The second command searches for all programs of the group that use a field or a variable starting with "ABCD" and 6 of
length and replace the result in the current group (the group therefore contains only programs that use such field or
variable)
The third command searches for all programs of the group that called a program named "PGMX" and remove these
resulting programs from the current group. (the group is then lessened of all programs that call the program "PGMX").
It results a group that contains all programs of the application that are called by a program ending with "XYZ" and that use
a field or a variable starting with "ABCD" and that are not calling the program "PGMX".
Every subsequent list is printed automatically when commands are run in batch. (When you are not in demo version)
You can make very sharp searches.
You even can, process the objects of the final result,
□ In batch: By using the command PDMVIS where you can indicate not to make search of characters, to process only
from the current group and to run a PDM option on each objects. The PDM option can be an user option (created by your).
□ In interactive: By using the command PDMVIS by a menu or any other function.
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How to start
Insert the tape/cd-rom in driver or FTP the savf,
enter the command :
==> RSTLIB VISION
After the restore,
enter the command :
==> VISION/STRVIS

Required equipment
Hardware: AS/400
System: OS/400
Space:

V4R5 onwards.

80 MB
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Notes
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